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It is shown that various kinds of measurability of a multiplier representation 
of a locally compact group are equivalent, and are equivalent to the continuity 
of an ordinary representation of a related group. A unitary representation with 
measurable coefficients is the sum of a strongly continuous representation and 
a representation all of whose coefficients are locally null functions. Similar 
results are obtained for projective unitary representations. This work is carried 
out without any separability assumptions. 
It is well known that the measurability of the coefficients of a 
unitary representation of a locally compact group imply the continuity 
of the representation provided some separability conditions hold; e.g., 
this is true if the Hilbert space of the representation is separable. 
There are stronger kinds of measurability one can impose on a 
representation, and in the presence of separability these are all 
equivalent to continuity. Without any separability, these equivalences 
may fail. In fact, the representation of R obtained by letting R act by 
translation in L2(R,), where Rd denotes the reals with the discrete 
topology, has the property that all its coefficients are null functions, 
and thus measurable. However, this representation does not have any 
stronger measurability properties, and is not continuous. It is our 
purpose here to describe the relations between the various kinds of 
measurability and continuity without any assumptions of separability. 
In fact, we want to do this fot multiplier representations. In general, 
one can only require that multiplier representations be measurable 
in one sense or another. However, it is possible to associate at least two 
group homomorphisms to a multiplier representation, and we want 
to show that the continuity of these is equivalent to various kinds of 
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measurability of the multiplier representation. We shall also describe 
the connections between measurability and continuity for projective 
unitary representations. Of course, the only novelty in most these 
results arises from their validity without any separability conditions. 
A typical application of these results may be found in [l]. 
Following a suggestion of the referee we remark, for the reader 
interested only in ordinary representations, that our results reduce in 
that case to a rather simple assertion. If n is a homomorphism of the 
locally compact group G into the unitary group of a Hilbert space 2 
such that all the coefficients, x -+ (MU, a), U, v E X, are Haar 
measurable, then rr is the sum of a strongly continuous unitary 
representation and a representation all coefficients of which are locally 
null functions. In particular, n is continuous if and only if none of the 
coefficients x -+ (P(x)u, u), u # 0, are locally null. This is an 
immediate consequence of Theorems 1 and 2 applied to ordinary 
representations and the proofs of these theorems in this case do not 
require any of the preliminary material on multipliers. 
All groups are supposed to be Hausdorff, and we adopt Bourbaki’s 
definition of measurability [3, Chap. 4, Sect. 51. 
1. MULTIPLIER REPRESENTATIONS 
Let G be a locally compact group. A multiplier (or 2-cocycle or 
factor set) on G is a measurable function w: G x G -+ T (the group 
of complex numbers of modulus 1) which satisfies 
+y, 2) w(x, y) = w(x, YZ) W(Y, x)9 x,y,z~G, 
w(x, e) = w(e, x) = 1, XEG. 
Two multipliers w1 and w2 are similar, w1 N w2, if there exists a 
measurable function 6: G -+ T such that 
%@I Y) = 5(x) 5(Y) &YY W2(% YIP X,YEG, 
and a multiplier similar to 1 (the constant function on G x G) 
is said to be trivial. Every multiplier is similar to a normalized multi- 
plier, that is, one which satisfies the additional property 
w(x, x-1) = 1, XEG. 
In fact, if w is an arbitrary multiplier then the multiplier 
x, y -+ w(xy, (xy)-‘y2 w(x, x-ly2 W(Y, y-1)-1’2 +, Y), 
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is normalized. The square root here is chosen in any Bore1 fashion. 
We shall say this is a normalized multiplier associated to W. If w is 
normalized then it satisfies also the identity 
w(x, y)-1 = w(y-1, x-l), x, y E G. 
If Z is a Hilbert space we denote by U(Z) the unitary group of .X, 
provided with the strong operator topology. Because of the identity 
II TU - ZI 11’ = I/ u /I2 + 11 ZJ ii2 - 2 Re(Tu, a), T E UP), U,VEX, 
the strong operator topology and weak operator topology coincide 
on U(X). We denote by PU(Z) the projective unitary group 
U(Z)/T * 1, provided with the quotient topology. 
Let w be a multiplier on the locally compact group G. A map 7r 
of G into the unitary group U(Hr) of a Hilbert space XT is an w 
representation (or less precisely, a multiplier, or cocycle or ray representa- 
tion) if 
44 T(Y) = 4x, Y> 4XY)Y x,y~G, 
and if for each u E XV , x + rr(x)u is measurable. If 4 is the canonical 
map of U(Xn) onto PU(Zn), qb 7r is a homomorphism of G into PU(cXn), 
which has a certain measurability property. In fact, +T is continuous, 
as we shall see, and thus a projective unitary representation. 
If rri is an wi representation of G, i = 1, 2, and &r, = #~a then 
w1 - w2 . In fact, +ri = ~4 n2 if and only if for all x E G there exists 
f(x) ET such that ni(x) = [(x) 7rZ(x). Since for each u E X*, 
x -+ flu is measurable, E is measurable and this implies wi - w2 . 
LEMMA 1. Let 7r’ be a projective unitary representation of the locally 
compact group G. Then there exists a multiplier representation TI of G 
such that ?r’ = I@. Further, given (xi , yi) E G x G, 1 < i < n, 71 may 
be chosen so that its multiplier is continuous on a neighborhood of (xi , yi) 
inG x G, 1 <i<n. 
Proof. There exists a section s: PU(&v) + U(&) which is 
continuous on a neighborhood of the identity and sends $1 + 1 
[2, Theorem 1. I]. Let M b,e a compact neighborhood of e in G such 
that s is continuous on r’(M) and let G, be the subgroup generated 
by M. There exists a countable set (xi , x2 ,...} C GO such that 
G,, C u ~$7. We may suppose x1 = e. Put Mi = M, 
11-l 
M, =x,M- u Mj, I? > 2. 
1 
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Then {M,) is a family of disjoint Bore1 sets of G,, whose union is G, 
and each compact subset of G,, is contained in the union of finitely 
many of these sets. We put n(x) = n if x E M, . Then each x E GO is 
uniquely of the form x = x,(,)y, for some yz E M. The function 
x --f yz is continuous on each M, , hence Bore1 and measurable. For 
each n let n(x,) be a unitary operator such that +r(x,) = z’(x,) and 
put m(x) = V(X~GJ) sx’(y,) x E GO . Then 7~ JM, is continuous, all n; 
hence 7~ is measurable (and Borel). Let {x,} be a set of right coset 
representatives of G, in G with x,, = e and let I be an arbitrary 
representative of TT’(x,), 01 # 0. Put n( yx.) = x(y) T(G), y E G,, . 
Then 7~ is measurable (and locally Borel) and 
VWYYJ = h(Y) 9wxJ = P’(Y) +a) = ~‘(Y?J. 
Thus 7r is the desired multiplier representation. 
Let ($Tr ,..., #T,) be a finite set of distinct elements in PU(Sv), and 
suppose the section s is continuous on a neighborhood N of $1. We 
suppose N sufficiently small that (#T,)N n (#T,)N = 4, i #i. Let 
s1 be the section defined by 
Then S, is a section taking prescribed values at a finite number of 
points which is continuous on an entire neighborhood of each of these 
points. Now choose (xi , yi) E G x G, 1 < i < n, and let sr be a 
section which is continuous on neighborhoods of &(xJ, x’(y,), 
&(xiyi), 1 < i < n. We also assume that s,(#l) = 1. Let Mi , N, , 
and Pi be compact neighborhoods of xi , yi and xi yi , such that sr 
is continuous on n’(MJ, I’, n’(Pi) and such that MiNi C Pi , 
1 < i < n. Let n be any multiplier representation of G such that 
+r = rr’ and put 
v’(x), if x E c (Mi u N, u Pi), 
44 = 1 
44 otherwise. 
Then +~r = I&T = &, rrl is measurable and continuous on lJ(Mi u 
Ni U Pi). Let or be the multiplier of ?rr . If u E XV, , u # 0, then 
wl(x, y)~ = n,(xy)-%,(x) nr(y)u, and this implies that wr is con- 
tinuous on (Jr (Mi x Ni). 
COROLLARY. Let w be a multipli~ on G and ((xl , y&, (x,, , y,)) 
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a finite set in G x G. Assume there is some w-representation r such that 
&r is continuous. Then w is similar to a multiplier which is continuous on 
some neighborhood of each (xi , yi), 1 < i < n. 
Proof. By the lemma, there exists a multiplier representation 7ci 
with a multiplier wr such that +r = &-i and such that wi is continuous 
on some neighborhood of each of the points (xi , yJ, 1 < i < n. By 
the remark preceding the lemma, w - co1 .
As we shall see, every multiplier satisfies the hypothesis in the 
lemma. If w is continuous on a neighborhood of (xi , yi), 1 < i < n, 
then by choosing a suitable square root in T we can arrange that a 
normalized multiplier associated to w also be continuous on some 
neighborhood of these points. 
Each normalized multiplier on G defines an extension G(w) of T by 
G. It is the set T x G provided with the multiplication 
(4 x)(4 Y) = wJ(x, Yh XY) 
(and then because w is normalized, (s, x)-l = (s-i, X-‘)) and a 
topology in which a basis for the neighborhoods of the identity is 
composed of the sets AA-l, where A is a measurable set of finite 
positive measure for the product of right Haar measures on T and G. 
This is the topology defined by Weil on groups with an invariant 
measure [6, Appendix I]. It is easy to check that this topology induces 
on T (identified with the central subgroup T x {e} of G(w)) its original 
topology and makes G(w) a topological group extension of T by G. 
Since both T and G are locally compact so is G(w). G(w) is uniquely 
determined, to within isomorphism, by the similarity class of w. In 
fact, if wi N w, say wi(x, y) = t(x) t(y) &xy)-iw(x, y) then the map 
4: (6 4 -+ (Gyx), 4 is an isomorphism of G(w,) onto G(w). By 
Fubini’s theorem, + is measure preserving and it follows from the 
definition of topologies of these groups that + is bicontinuous. 
LEMMA 2. The sets (U x F)( U x F)-I, where U runs through a 
basis of neighborhoods of 1 in T and F through the sets of positive measure 
in G, form a basis for the neighborhoods of (1, e) in G(w). If w is con- 
tinuous at (e, e) the sets U x V, where U runs through a basis of neigh- 
borhoods of 1 and V through a basis of naihborhoods of e, form a basis 
for the neighborhoods of (1, e). 
Proof. Let A be a measurable set of finite positive measure in 
G(w) and let B be a measurable set of finite positive measure such that 
(BB-1)2 C AA-l. By Fubini’s theorem, for some x0 E G the slice 
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E = {s E T j (s, x0) E i3) has positive measure. Then EE-l is a neigh- 
borhood of 1 in T, hence contains a set of the form UU-I, where U is a 
neighborhood of 1. Similarly, for some t, E T the slice 
F = {x E G [ (to , x) E Bf 
has positive measure. We have 
ZJtF x {e} C EE-l x {e} = (E x (x,J)(E x (x~})-~ C BIP 
and 
({l) x F)(U) x q-l = ({to} x F)((t,} x F)-l CBB-1. 
Hence 
( UF1 x (e})({ l} x F)((l} x F)-l C (BB-1)2 C Akl. 
Recalling that T is in the center of G(w) we see that 
(uu-l X (e})({l} x F)((l} x F)-l = (U x F)(U x F)-l, 
and this proves the first assertion. Suppose w is continuous at (e, e). 
Given a neighborhood (U x F)(U x F)-l, let U, be a symmetric 
neighborhood of 1 in T such that U13 C UU-b(F, F-l) and let V be a 
neighborhood of e in G such that VV-” C FF-l and w( V, V-l) C U, . 
Then 
(U, x V)( u, x &y-l c (u,u;‘ul( v, v-q, v,v,-‘) 
c ( U13, v,v;‘> c (U x F)( u x q-l. 
Since (U, x V) C (U, x V)( U, x V)-l, to finish the proof it will 
be enough to show that U, x V is a neighborhood of (1, e). But if U, 
is a symmetric neighborhood of 1 such that Ut3 C U, and V, is a 
neighborhood of e such that V,V;-’ C V and w( VI , V;l) C U, , then 
(U, x V,)( U, x V&-r C U, x V which implies U, x V is a neigh- 
borhood of (1, e). 
The algebra of measurable sets in G(o) is the completion of the 
product of the algebras of measurable sets in T and G. Thus the map 
j: x -+ (1, x) defi nes an isomorphism of the algebra of measurable sets 
of G into the product algebra on G(w). j is not a group isomorphism in 
general, nor is it usually continuous. 
LEMMA 3. Let w be a multiplier on G such thatfor some o representa- 
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tion r of G, #T is continuous, where #: U(Z) + PU(Sr) is the canonical 
map. Then j: x -+ (I, x) is a measurable map of G into G(w). 
Proof. Suppose first that w is continuous at (e, e). Let x0 be an 
arbitrary point in G and suppose w is continuous on a neighborhood 
N-1 x N of (x-l ,, , x,,) E G x G. Then j is continuous on N. In fact, if 
x E N, U is a neighborhood of 1 in T and V a neighborhood of e in G, 
let V, C V be a neighborhood such that w(x-l, y) E U if y E XV, n N. 
Such a neighborhood exists because of the continuity of w at 
(x-l, x) E N-l x N. We may also suppose V, small enough so that 
xv1 C N. Now if x-iy E V, then 
(1) x)-1( 1, y) = (w(x-I, y), x-‘y) E U X v* C lJ X v. 
Taking Lemma 2 into account we see this implies the continuity of 
j at X. Of course, w need not, in general, be continuous at (x;l, x0). 
However, it is similar to a multiplier wi which is, by the corollary to 
Lemma 1, continuous on a neighborhood of (x;l, x,,). Thus there 
exists a measurable function 5 such that X, y -+ C(X) t(y) &xy)-lw(x, y) 
is continuous on a neighborhood N-l x N of (x;‘, x,,). This implies 
that the map x --f (f(x), x is continuous on N. Indeed, if jr is the map ) 
x -+ (1, x) of G into G(w,) and 4: G(w,) --P G(w) is the map 
(t, x) + (tKx>, x), then since j, is continuous on a neighborhood of x0 , 
so is 4 0 j,: x + (t(x), x). Since 5 is measurable, we conclude that j 
is measurable on N. Because measurability is a local property, we 
conclude j is measurable. In general, w is not continuous at (e, e). 
But it is similar to a multiplier o1 which is. With the same notation we 
concludej, is measurable, as is 4 0 j, . Hence j is measurable. 
Let n be an w-representation of G and put 
7+yt, x) = h(x), (t, 4 E G(w). 
Then no is a homomorphism of G(w) into U(Xn) with the property 
that for each u E Z,, , (t, x) + nO(t, x)u is measurable. This implies, 
as we shall see, that ~0 is continuous. Conversely, let y be a continuous 
unitary representation of G(w) such that y(t, X) = ty( 1, x), all 
(t, X) E G(w). Then y = +’ for a unique w-representation n of G. In 
fact, r(x) = ~(1, X) = y 0 j(x). It is easy to see, and in fact we shall 
show this in the course of the proof of Theorem I, that j is measurable, 
and then rr is an w-representation of G. 
THEOREM 1. Let w be a normalized multiplier on the locally compact 
group G and let m: G -+ U(tiw) be a map such that r(x) r(y) = 
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w(x, y) I, all x, y E G. Then the f;rst jive statements are equivalent 
and imply the sixth. 
(1) 7~ is measurable for the strong operator topology; 
(2) n is measurable for the weak operator topology; 
(3) x -+ n(x)u is measurable for all u E XV; 
(4) x + (r(x) u, u) is measurable and not locally null for all 
UEcGq~,U #O; 
(5) 7r” is continuous; 
(6) $.ir is continuous, where 16: U(Xr) --+ PU(2Q is the canonical 
map. 
Proof. Because the weak and strong operator topologies coincide 
in U(Sv), (1) and (2) are equivalent. They clearly imply (3). Assume 
(3) holds. Then it is clear that for all u E Z= , x + (n(x) u, U) is 
measurable. Suppose u # 0. Because x -F .rr(x)u is measurable there 
exists a compact set KC G of positive measure such that x + n(x)u 
is continuous on K. There exists a point x0 E K such that every open 
neighborhood of x0 intersects K in a set of positive measure, for 
otherwise we could cover K by a finite number of neighborhoods each 
of which would intersect K in a null set which would imply that K is 
a null set. Then x -+ +x,x)u is continuous on x;lK = K, , and every 
neighborhood of e intersects KI in a set of positive measure. Thus there 
exists a neighborhood N of e in G such that if x E N n KI , 
and x + (n(x) u, U) is not locally null. Suppose (4) holds. By the 
usual polarization identity, x -+ (n(x) u, v) is measurable for all 
U, v E Zr . Iff E P(G(o) the sesquilinear form 
u, v + s, s, tf(4 x)(44 u, v) dx dt = j-, s, At, x)bO(t, 4 u, v) dx dt, 
where dt refers to normalized Haar measure on T and dx to right Haar 
measure on G, is bounded and thus may be written (ni( f ) II, v) for 
a unique bounded operator rr( f ). The usual computations show that 
mr: f + 7rr( f ) is a continuous * representation of Ll(G(w). We shall 
show it is nondegenerate. Suppose for some v E Z= , (rrr( f ) u, v) = 0, 
all u E XT , f ~,!,r(G(w)). If v # 0 there exists a compact set KC G of 
positive measure such that either the real part or the imaginary part 
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of (n(x) V, V) is strictly positive, or strictly negative on K. Suppose for 
example that Re(n(x) V, V) > 0 on K. Letf rz Ll(G(w)) be the function 
Then 
Re(P,( f) w, w) = lK Re(+) o, w) dx > 0 
and this is a contradiction. Hence rri is nondegenerate [4, 2.2.61 and 
thus is the extension (integrated form) to Ll(G(w)) of a continuous 
unitary representation y of G(w) [4, 13.3.41. In fact, y = 7~~. To see 
this we observe first that for allf E U(G(w)), U, z, E sV 
and this implies that (y(z) u, V) = (7r”(z) U, V) locally almost every- 
where. Let H be an open u compact subgroup of G(w) and u an 
arbitrary element of &* . If K is a compact subset of G(o), y(K)u is a 
separable subset. Thus y(H)u is contained in a closed separable r(H) 
invariant subspace XU . Let {e, , e2 ,...> be an orthonormal basis of XU .) 
Then ($4 u, 4 = ( r” x U, eJ, all i, and almost all x E H and this ( > 
implies 
YW = CM4 *, 4 ei = C ( 77O z u, ei) ei = n”(z)U, for almost all x E H. t > 
Let Z. be any closed separable y(H) invariant subspace of XT, 
and let {ui> be a countable dense subset of so . Then y(z)ui = rrO(z)u, 
all i and almost all z E H. This implies y(x) 1 Z. = no(x) j X0, almost 
all z E H. The set of z E H such that y(z) 1 so = TO(Z) 1 Z. is a 
subgroup of H with a null complement, hence all of H. Because Zn 
is the orthogonal direct sum of closed y(H) invariant separable sub- 
spaces (for example, y(H) cyclic subspaces) we conclude y(z) = TO(Z), 
all z E H. But H is open which implies 79 is continuous (and thus 
equal to y). If 7r” is continuous, then I,W is a continuous homo- 
morphism. Since ker +r” 3 T, +r” defines a continuous homo- 
morphism ri: G(w)/T -+ PU(sr) such that ml(x) = +nO(t, x). Since 
+TO(t, x) = +7O(I, x) = $h(x), we conclude 1,!17r is continuous. Thus 
(5) implies (6), and this in turn implies by Lemma 3 that j is 
measurable. Hence no 0 j = 7~ is strongly measurable, and this com- 
pletes the proof of the theorem. 
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COROLLARY. The map r + # is a bijection between the set of classes 
of w-representations of G and the set of classes of continuous unitary 
representations y of G( w such that y( t, x) = ty( 1, x), all (t, x) E G(w). ) 
Sometimes it is convenient to work with Bore1 or locally Bore1 
functions, rather than with just measurable functions. If the map j of 
G into G(o) were a Bore1 or a local Bore1 map then one could conclude 
from the proof of the theorem that the functions x, x + ?T(x)u, 
x + (+x)u, V) were Borel, or locally Borel. This would also imply 
that w was Bore1 or locally Borel. However, we don’t know whetherj 
is a Bore1 map in general. The difficulty in verifying whether or not 
this is so arises from the fact that there seems to be no convenient 
characterization of the Bore1 sets in G(w). 
We shall say that a map 7~: G -+ U(Sn) is an 0 representation with 
measurable coe#kients if n(x) 7r( y) = w(x, y) ~(x, y), all x, y E G and if 
x -+ (n(x) u, V) is measurable for all U, v E XT . If all the coefficients 
are locally null functions we shall say that r is a null representation. 
THEOREM 2. Let n be an w representation with measurable coeficients. 
If for some u E Sm , x -+ (ST(X) u, u) is locally null then for all v E &, 
x -+ (r(x) u, v) is locally null. The space X of all u E Z= such that 
x ---t (r(x) u, u) is locally null is a closed r invariant subspace. The 
corresponding subrepresentation of VT is a null representation, and the 
subrepresentation of r on %I is strongly measurable. 
Proof. Let F, be the set of all v E Xn such that x -+ (r(x)u, v) = 
c&x) is locally null. Evidently F, is a 7r invariant subspace and if 
v,~Fu, v, + v then c,,, -+ cU,” pointwise which implies c,,, is 
locally null. Thus F, is doled. Suppose u E F, . If v E F,-L then, since 
,(x)u E F, , (r(x)u, v) = 0, all x E G, and this says v E F, . Hence 
F, = XV . Thus if u E F, , which happens if and only if c,,, is locally 
null, c%,~ is locally null, all v E *n . Suppose u, v E X. Then c,., , 
c *,v are locally null, as are c~,~+~, c~,~+~ and c,,,+, + c~,~+* = 
c 11+B,lL+u * Hence u + v E X. Y is clearly closed under scalar multipli- 
cation. If u, C X, u, --+ u then c~,,~ + c,,, pointwise and c, u is 
locally null. Thus X is closed. If u ~~3?, y E G then 
and because x .+ y-lxy preserves locally null sets we see n(y)u E X. 
Thus X is ?T invariant. By definition now, the subrepresentation of r 
on X is a null representation. If u E XL, u # 0 then c,,, is not 
locally null, and by Theorem 1 the subrepresentation of m on x is 
strongly measurable. 
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These null representations are entirely creatures of inseparability. 
Indeed, a null representation has no separable subrepresentations, 
for if rr is a representation on a separable Hilbert space with measurable 
coefficients so is no. no is accordingly continuous [5, p. 3471 and by 
Theorem 1, n is not a null representation. 
2. PROJECTIVE REPRESENTATIONS 
The topology of PU(X’), which was defined to be the quotient 
topology, may be described in at least two other ways. For each 
u, ZJ E 2, the map T -+ I( Tu, a)[ depends only on #T, and not on T, 
and thus defines a function au,u on PU(Z). All these functions are 
continuous, and the topology of PU(Z) is the weakest for which all 
these functions are continuous. 
Since U(Z) and its subgroups, in particular its center T * 1, act on 
X we may form the orbit space H = Z/T . 1. This is the ray space 
associated to .%?. A ray in 8 is thus a set of the form (tu 1 t E T), and 
H, the collection of these rays, is provided with the quotient topology. 
Let p: X’ + H be the canonical map. For each u, ZJ E # the number 
inflsT 11 tu - e, ]I depends only on pu and pv and may be denoted by 
d(pu, pv). d is a metric on H and we have the relation 
d(pu,pv)* = 2(1 - I(% 4I>. 
(For all this, see [2, Sect. 11). Since d(pu, pv) < /I u - v 11, p: 2 --t H 
is continuous when H is provided with the metric topology. For each 
ZI E 2 and E > 0 let O,,, be the sphere of radius E about b. Then 
T * O,,, = {tu I Ij u - v // < E, t ET} = (u 1 11 u - tzr Ij < E, for some t E T) 
= {u 1 inf, 11 u - tw 11 < C} = (24 I d(pu, pv) < l >. 
Hence P,,, = p(T * O,,,) is a basic open set for the metric topology, 
and this implies the metric and quotient topologies coincide. We 
observe also that ](u, v)l depends only on pu and pv, and may be 
denoted by pu * pv = pv . pu. The mappu, pv --+ pu * pv is continuous 
onH x H. 
For each u E X and T E U(s) the ray p Tu depends only on #T and 
pu, and may be denoted by b,($T). The topology of PU(Z) may also 
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be described as the weakest for which all the functions b, , u E Z’, 
are continuous. Indeed this follows from the identity 
4PT%P42 = 2u - I 6% 4 I> = w - %dtw). 
We also note that 
b&T) - pv = PTu . PO = I( Tu, v)I = Q&T). 
THEOREM 3. Let G be a locally compact group, Y a Hilbert space 
and @ a homomorphism of G into PU(Z). Then the following statements 
are equivalent. 
(1) @ is continuous; 
(2) @ is measurable; 
(3) x -+ b,@(x) is measurable for all u E Z; 
(4) there exists a multiplier representation rr of G on Z such that 
@ = l/m. 
Proof. Clearly (1) =- (2) * (3), and by Lemma 1 and Theorem 1, 
(1) and (4) are equivalent. Thus there remains only to show (3) z- (1). 
Fix u E 2 and let N be a compact symmetric neighborhood of e in G. 
There exists a countable family of compact sets K, C N such that 
N - (J K, is null and x -+ b,@(x) is continuous on K, . Let 
4 = (U KJ n (U KG’). 
Then N - Nr is also a null set and b,@(N,) C u b,@(K,J. Since 
b, o di is continuous on K, , b,@(K,) is compact, thus separable, for 
all n; and this implies b,@(N,) is separable. Hence there exists a 
countable family {xj} C N1 such that {b,@(xj)} is dense in b,@(N,). 
Choose E > 0 and put 
Because 
A = {XENl 1 d(b,@(x),pu) < 42). 
d(#Upu,pu) = inf, I/ tlJu - u /I = inf, 11 tu - U-4 11 = d(#U-lpu,pu), 
A = A-i. If x,yEA then 
4uw)~ P4 = 4@kY) Pus Pu) < d(@(xY)P% @(x1 P4 + dW) P% Pu) < E. 
If we show that A has positive measure then we will know that 
AA-I = AA contains a neighborhood of e and this will show that 
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x 4 b,@(x) is continuous at e. It will then follow that @ is continuous 
at e, and thus everywhere. Now if y-l E N1 there exists xj such that 
WW1) Pu, @‘(Q PU < 42 
and this implies that 
4PU, @(Fi) $4 < 4. 
Hence yxi E A. Thus Ni C u Ax;l, and since Ni has positive measure, 
A must also have positive measure, and this concludes the proof. 
The proof of the implication (3) z- (1) is a variant of a proof of 
Hewitt and Ross [5, p. 3471. 
The continuity of @ implies that x -+ a,,,(@(~)) is measurable for 
all U, V, and that x -P a,,,(@(~)) is not locally null for all u # 0. 
In fact, the measurability of b, o @ implies all this. We don’t know 
whether or not the measurability of all u%,~ 0 @ together with the 
nonlocal nullness of all fzUSU o Qj implies the measurability of b, 0 Cp 
in general. In view of the identities relating d and a we see that the 
measurability of each uU,V implies that the inverse image of any open 
ball under the map b, 0 @ is measurable, and thus that the 
measurability of all u~,~ o@ implies the continuity of @, if X is 
separable. 
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